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My hearty Service to Prinsep. I think him much
injurd. pray determine instantly & let us know
yr resolutions.
Walpole wrote to West from King's College, Cambridge,
Aug. 17, 1736 : 'Gray is at Burnham, and what is sur-
prising has not been to Eton....JTis the head of our
genealogical table, that is since sprouted out into the two
branches of Oxford and Cambridge. You seem to be the
eldest son, by having got a whole inheritance to yourself ;
while the manor of Granta is to be divided between your
three younger brothers, Thomas of Lancashire [Ashton]
Thomas of London [Gray] and Horace1...! hope you are a
mere elder brother, and live upon what your father left
you,. .poetry; but we are supposed to betake ourselves to
some trade, as logic, philosophy, or mathematics....! tell
1 In a previous letter to West, dated Nov. 9, 1735, Walpole
says
"Tydeus rose and set at Eton; he is only known here
to be a scholar of King's; Orosmades and Almanzor are just
the same; that is, I am almost the only person they are
acquainted with, and consequently the only person acquainted
with their excellencies. Plato improves every day; so does my
friendship with him. These three divide my whole time,
though I believe you will guess there is no quadruple alliance ;
that was a happiness which. I only enjoyed while you was at
Eton. A short account of the Eton people at Oxford would
much oblige " &g.
It should be obvious enough that this is an account of * the
Eton people' at Cambridge and therefore that West at Oxford
is not Almanzor, as Cunningham thinks. Nor is Walpole
Tydeus; for Walpole never was a Scholar of King's, and it is
utterly inconceivable that an Etonian writing from King's to a
brother Etonian would use this term in any but its exactest

